Unconventional Bubbles

What’s got into David Shrigley? What a jokester spirit!
The composure of this Brit in fact masks a wildly caustic artist,
who looks at the modern world with much mischief.
Who is David?
David Shrigley is a British artist with a signature style, who casts
an eye on his surroundings with incomparable irony. He deploys
rudimentary illustrations paired with absurd yet irrevocable
sentences. He challenges and warns his audience, using humour—
from the naive to noir—as his high-precision weapon of choice.
Why David?
Accessible and completely devoid of exclusionary intellectualism,
the finesse of his work transports his audience to unexpected
places. Above all else, David enjoys finding problems with our
prefabricated solutions. Always turning the obvious on its head,
he is a provocateur: he never takes himself seriously, but still strives
to open our eyes.
David at Maison Ruinart
In Champagne, he ambled through the vineyards, explored the
cellars, observed the expressions and gestures of those who work
there. With his sharp gaze, he sheds new light on Maison Ruinart’s
heritage and savoir-faire, revealing its singularity, adding his own
mark to it—quite literally, by scribbling graffiti on the chalk walls
of the Maison’s emblematic cellars.
His impish art is curiosity-driven: he studied the habits and customs
of those with expertise in the vineyards, be it oenologists or other
Ruinart champagne specialists. Through his drawings, David
Shrigley takes viewers on an enlightening yet playful journey of
champagne production. Concurrently, he raises awareness about
the environmental challenges that motivate and drive Maison
Ruinart on a daily basis. Humour is, without question, one of the
most effective tools to enhance awareness.

David Shrigley’s
unique vision
and
unfailing humour
present
Maison Ruinart
in a new light.
He enhances
the viewers’
awareness
of c hallenges
that the world
throws at us,
and he in turn
bubbles up
c heeky bits
of wisdom.

SOMETHING
FROM NOTHING
by David Shrigley
I have made art for as long as I can remember.
I think that as a child I was quite easy to look
after; I was happy to entertain myself.
All I needed was some blank paper and a pencil and
I was happy for hours, so my mother said.
Making art is still the thing that affords me the
most pleasure; maybe it is my “default setting”.
Even though the art I made in childhood no longer
exists, in my recollection it was very similar
to the art I make now; comic images with text.
I think my attitude to making graphic art is in
many ways similar to how it was when I was a
young child: I start with a blank sheet of paper
and my job is to fill that space with whatever
comes into my head. Usually there is nothing in
my head when I begin so I often write a list of
things to draw.
an elephant
a tree stump
a teapot
a nuclear power station
etc.
I have a motto: “If you put the hours in then
the work makes itself”.
Maybe what I mean by this is that artwork
(or a least, my artwork) occurs as a result of
a process.
That process for me is usually to draw everything on the list. Once those things have been
drawn the story has begun; more words sometimes
appear; sometimes just the words on the list;
sometimes more pictures; until eventually the
page is full and the artwork is finished.
When I tell people about this way of making work
they are sometimes impressed (sometimes not) and
they say that it seems as if the work “comes
from nowhere”.
Having thought about this at some length I have
come to the conclusion that this isn’t the case.
Art is not the creation of something new but
the creation of connections between things that
already exist. In this case the connection between
the things on the list and the words used to
describe them.
But… as soon as you make a statement about what
art is or is not you almost immediately realise
an exception to that rule. Anyway…

When making art on the subject of Champagne
production:
One must make several visits to the champagne
region.
One must visit the crayères and the vine yards
and the production facilities and one must ask
questions of the people who work there and listen
very carefully to what they say.
And most importantly you must drink some
champagne.
It also requires a different list of things to
draw.
the vines
the grapes
the soil
a bottle
a glass
the cellar master
worms
the weather
etc.
One of the problems (sometimes it’s a problem)
with my way of working is that when I say things
through my work (the text and the image) I often
don’t really know what I’m trying to say;
I say it and then try to figure out what it means
afterwards. Maybe it is like when a child is
learning how to speak.
I like to think that all artwork is a work in
progress; the meaning develops and changes
depending on who views the work and the context
in which they view it.
Meaning ferments like wine.
I realise that what I have said/am saying about
the production is perhaps not what the people I
have met at Ruinart would say about what they
do. Maybe they might even have a problem with it.
But I think it should be acknowledged that the
fermentation process has only just begun and it
may be some time before it is finished, if ever.

One of the works
contains the phrase:
“each bottle is the same,
each bottle is different”.
This is true of champagne
and it is also true of art,
in that each time you hang
something on the wall, or
place something on the floor,
its character
is altered.

For all drawings :
David Shrigley
Untitled, 2019
Acrylic on paper
76 × 56 cm (30 × 22 in)

My work is created through
the very process of making it.
That’s just how I function. I adapt.
I never have a plan.

For this project,
I made one hundred drawings
based on my experiences of being
at Maison Ruinart.
I was really aware that less than
a third of those would be used,
that two out of every three would
be discarded. That is the way
I usually work.
If I want 30 drawings, I need
to make 90 drawings —
and sometimes more
than that.

For this project,
the message conveyed through
the champagne and the brand is important.
I needed to start with those things.
I made illustrations based on text and
found a way to incorporate them into the work.
But with the majority of the drawings,
an image came first, and I thought about
what the text should be after.

How this commission came about? How were you introduced
to Maison Ruinart?

I was familiar with Ruinart because the brand has
a lot of visibility at art fairs. It’s well-known
in the art world, and obviously produces a very
good champagne!
Every project, every collaboration is an opportunity to learn something, to see your work
through someone else’s eyes and to see your work
differently. In this case, I got to learn about
champagne, a beverage that I really like and
have come to appreciate in recent years. It was
also an opportunity to pass along a message or,
to some extent, engage with the production of a
product and the marketing of that product.
This collaboration has given me the opportunity
to learn something about the complex process of
making champagne and to make some art that
addresses that, to find a way to say something
about that process. It is a voyage of discovery:
I had no expectations, other than to learn
something.

Does a collaboration have the effect of refreshing your artistic
practice or approach?

Indeed. The privilege of being an artist is that
you can do whatever you want; you can change
when you feel it is necessary, which prevents
you from getting bored. Although generally I have
the freedom to do whatever I want, sometimes it
is really helpful to be given a structure, to be
given a project. I like to think of every work as
a project that is separate and different. Complete
freedom is difficult to find. Sometimes you need
to set your own project, sometimes it is good if
someone sets one for you.
Another privilege of being an artist is that you
constantly get to surprise yourself. One of the
great things—the most pleasurable things—about
making art comes at the end of a day in the studio,
when you look at something you have made and
ask yourself: how did I get to this point? How did
I make that? I don’t quite understand it but it is

really interesting; it feels like it came from
somewhere else. It is almost as if you didn’t
make it… as if the work made itself.
Perhaps you only feel as though you have done something
new, when you don’t quite recognise it. If you just reproduce
what you already know, that is not really art, is it? It is when
you have made something that surprises you that things get
interesting.

It is like writing your name over and over again,
but actually you want to write and create
something different. You are right: art is only
art when it is different from the art you have
made before. There is no point making the art
you have already created, because you have
already made it. The opportunity to see everything afresh is an opportunity that you have
to take.

Although many of the works you created for Maison Ruinart
directly address the subject of champagne production, they
are also consistent with the subjects and concerns of your
wider practice.

Well, the work has just evolved over time. The
process was to visit Maison Ruinart, to speak
to the cellar master, to speak to the people
involved in the production and the marketing so
as to understand more about champagne production
within the larger operation, which everyone is
very passionate about.
For me as an outsider—as someone who has drunk
quite a bit of champagne over the years, and
enjoyed it, including Ruinart—I have never
thought that much about its production or how
it was made. So I have been given the opportunity
to consider champagne production on a symbolic
level.
Like the fact that it is a living product and
that it is made from a plant that grows in the
ground. It is subject to the elements: to the soil,
to the sky, to the weather, to the bugs that
either destroy it or facilitate pollination.
For me, there is a lot of metaphor there that is
interesting.

There is a certain magic to it, in which the micro
organisms that make the bubbles create the
critical element of the champagne. I like the idea
that it is something from nothing, that it has to
be kept in darkness and all these things have to
happen in darkness, that they happen in a cave
which is found under the ground.
If you described champagne production to someone
who didn’t know what champagne was, who didn’t
know what wine was, it would seem like some
esoteric activity.
Then there is the idea that champagne occupies
a special place within beverages, one synonymous with celebration, synonymous with luxury.
This association with celebration connects it to
the beginning and ending of things: the beginning
of a marriage, or the end of a project. I’m
interested in trying to find these metaphors, and
the poetic aspect within the story of champagne.
A bottle of champagne is a product of fermentation, of hundreds
of years of expertise. It derives form very simple elements:
the soil, worms in the ground, the sun, rain, vines, grapes, etc.
It’s clear that you considered these origins in your approach.

One of the things that is attractive about working
for a brand like Maison Ruinart, other than the
fact that I like nice champagne, is that it is
a natural product. It is made from a plant and it
is a product of the natural environment. Grapes
would grow without us but, for our purposes,
they are cultivated and made into this product.
The narrative I am interested in is concerned
with the nature of human existence—and the very
nature of all existence. So I like that champagne
production can be a metaphor for this. The wine
is drunk and enjoyed, but it is a sustainable
process. The vines are cared for and more grapes
grow.
This notion of sustainability is important.
The fragility of these things is part of our
lives, part of our political thinking: we have
to a
 cknowledge it and cannot escape from it.
Inevitably, sustainability has impacted

 hampagne production just as it has other
c
industries that rely on the natural environment.
This is an opportunity to say something about
these things, albeit very generally and in my
own oblique comic way.
The thematic undercurrent of your work often addresses moral
concerns. One text paired with a drawing states: “good wine is
for good people bad wine is for bad people but you don’t always
get the wine you deserve, that is just the way it is.” Here your
language is typical of the way you often set out an opposition
between right and wrong, good and bad.

A lot of the text in my work originates in thinking
out loud. You start with a statement: you are
told that this is good wine. Maybe there is the
thought: “why am I being given this good wine, do
I deserve it, I don’t know?” This gives rise to
the second part of the statement, followed by the
caveat at the end. “That is just the way it is.”
So you might as well not have said it.
I have a tendency to make these statements that,
from a certain stance, make sense—but ultimately
defeat themselves at the end. It is like meta
fiction or something like it: a statement that
refers to itself. A habit I have, which is sometimes a bad habit, is that I make statements and
try to figure out what they mean afterwards.
After it is exhibited and hundreds and thousands
of people have looked at it, only then do I try
to figure out what it means.

In the past you held commercial jobs in advertising and marketing,
but found the work quite restrictive, since you were essentially
employed as an illustrator. How is this current project different
from those earlier experiences?

When I first had some success with my work in
the late 1990s, I was approached by advertising
agencies; in fact, I was offered a full-time job
at one point, which I declined. I worked on certain
campaigns in a sort of nascent way; one or two
things almost saw the light of day.
Most of the time it ended up being quite frustrating. You would be invited by the advertising
agency to come up with an idea for a campaign,

to say certain things about the product and the
agency would be very enthusiastic and very into
the work. Then they would present your idea to
the client and the client would say no, “we cannot
possibly say that about our product, how would
that entice anyone to buy it?” I always enjoyed
it, to an extent, but eventually I just stopped
doing it because I was doing the same thing over
and over again.
The interesting thing about working with Maison
Ruinart is that it is a collaboration. It is a
project whose criteria are ideal for a fine art
commission.
The works commissioned by Maison Ruinart will be exhibited
in art fairs across the world throughout the coming year. Will they
be presented as installations? Will the works on paper, objects and
neons combine to make something greater than the sum of their
parts?

I think that every exhibition is an installation.
When you create an exhibition, you always make
additional decisions on top of those made when
completing individual works. The aim was to
ntroduce a lot of different things into the space
of the art fair, which makes every installation
different.
Now I am using the word installation, so yes it
will be an installation. Each time the work is
installed, it presents an opportunity to make
something feel new. I will not design each booth
in advance, but there are many options, so each
space will be different and perhaps the work will
tell a slightly different story in each place.
Hopefully the project is going to look different
every time.

David
Shrigley
born in 1968 in Macclesfield, UK.
lives in Brighton, England.
David Shrigley is best known for his distinctive drawing style; his
works make satirical comments on everyday situations and human
interactions. His quick-witted drawings and hand-rendered texts
are typically deadpan in their humour and sound like snippets of
over-heard conversations. Reoccurring themes and thoughts
pervade his storytelling: he captures child-like views of the world
and deploys the compulsive habits of an eavesdropper shouting
out loud. While drawing is at the centre of his practice, the artist
also works across an extensive range of media including sculpture,
large-scale installation, animation, painting, photography and
music. Shrigley consistently seeks to widen his public by operating
outside the gallery sphere, frequently participating in artist
publications and collaborative music projects.
His digital animations—such as Headless Drummer and The
Artist—demonstrate what Shrigley calls “the economy of telling
stories”. He delivers a deftly-crafted mix of dark and light through
the simplest of forms. In his sculptural works, fashioned from bronze
or ceramic, the artist makes physical some of his more curious and
eccentric propositions by transforming found objects or by playing
with scale. Taking Lewis Carroll’s perspective of Wonderland,
Shrigley enlarges objects and imbues them with curious proportions.
In September 2016, David Shrigley’s Really Good was unveiled
in Trafalgar Square, for the Fourth Plinth Commission. The artist
also currently has an on-going presentation in the Gallery at Sketch
in London, as part of a long-term program of artist-conceived
restaurants. Shrigley was a Turner Prize nominee in 2013, following
his major mid-career retrospective at the Hayward Gallery in
London entitled Brain Activity. In 2018, Shrigley was appointed as
the Guest Director of the Brighton Festival. In 2019, his work was
featured in solo exhibitions around the world. He is represented
by Stephen Friedman Gallery in the U.K.

What does a doorway do?
It is simply a liminal structure
between two spaces. It allows you to go
through a wall to get to another room:
that is what a doorway does.
The word elegant isn’t how you would
necessarily describe the act of crawling.
If you are obliged to crawl through
the entrance, how can you crawl
through elegantly?

David Shrigley
Doorway, 2019
Polyester
100 × 88 cm (39 3/8 × 34 5/8 in)

While visiting Maison Ruinart,
I spent some time in the crayères.
It was really interesting to meet
Frédéric Panaïotis, who is the
cellar master responsible for making
the champagne.
I had couple of days carving reliefs
into the walls of the crayères:
a washing machine, some cavemen…
they are quite crude.
There is a lot of this type of graffiti
in the caves, which are vast. I have just
added a few carvings to the hundreds
that are already there.
For example, I found the initials P H
carved into the wall. I added some letters
to make the word metamorphosis.
The chalk is so soft that you can
carve it very easily.

One of the things
I really like
about this project is
that I’m kind of free
to say whatever I like.
It’s just about having
a creative response
to the experience
of being in Reims.

When he discovered the underground world of the crayères
(historic chalk cellars), David Shrigley was fascinated
by the labyrinth that had been occupied by humans for
several centuries. Successively a chalk quarry, a refuge and
a production and ageing venue for Maison Ruinart wines,
he wanted to leave his mischievous mark on the UNESCO
World Heritage site in a variety of ways. Scattered around
the chalk cellars, these quirky messages—including faces
sculpted into the soft walls, or original graffiti documenting
his experience more than 30 meters underground—are aimed
as much at visitors as at the men and women who work there
every day. They mingle with existing messages that have
been left over time by anonymous authors.

David Shrigley
Dreams, 2019
Glazed ceramic
70 × 60 × 60 cm
(27 1/2 × 23 5/8 × 23 5/8 in)

David Shrigley
L’Odeur Des Crayères, 2019
Glazed ceramic
70 × 60 × 60 cm
(27 1/2 × 23 5/8 × 23 5/8 in)

Making the neons is a way
to fill the space; making sculpture is
always just a way to fill the space.
“Every space has to be filled” is part of my mantra,
something I talk about a lot.
The job of the artist is just to fill the space; once you
have told yourself that, you can work backwards.
Once you have filled the space you ask:
why have I filled it with that?

I wanted to make some vessels
to hold a kind of liquid,
but then to suggest that they
don’t hold liquid: they hold ideas,
they hold smells, they hold things
that aren’t actually physical,
or don’t appear to be
physical.

From making provocative statements in neon to highlighting
the beauty of monumental ceramics, David Shrigley
expresses his artistic talent in a multitude of ways. These
installations prompt the visitors to question the different
ways they perceive these vessels and their powerful contents.
Behind each bottle, he reveals hidden stories and emotions,
bridging between the men and women who produce
champagne and those who taste it all over the world.

Blank

Blank

Blank

Blank

I’ve realised
recently that there are no rules.
The only rules that exist are the ones
you create for yourself.
In other words, for me rules are
internal, not external.

During his artist’s residency, David Shrigley let his natural
curiosity guide him. He wanted to see everything and
understand everything, in order to answer a single question:
what is hidden life behind the development of this exceptional
beverage contained in an iconic bottle? The series of
36 black-and-white and coloured drawings reveal these
secrets. They underline the importance of savoir-faire,
tradition and respect for nature.

For all drawings :
David Shrigley
Untitled, 2019
Acrylic on paper
76 × 56 cm (30 × 22 in)

I learnt a lot
about champagne.
Champagne makes me feel
intelligent, sophisticated
and elegant.

When I make a drawing,
I always think of it as an act of
association. It is about finding connections
between things that already exist.
Increasingly I feel as though everything
I make already exists somehow:
I am just making a representation of it.
The art is trying to find a different
association between one thing and the other.
Art is something from nothing,
because the thing that makes it art
is the association between
two things.

MAISON
RUINART
Maison Ruinart, the very first champagne house, was founded
290 years ago. With its rich and complex history, the Maison has continually developed and championed its own art de vivre, using the rare
and precious Chardonnay grape to produce its cuvées. It was established
in 1729, during the Enlightenment period—a context in which French
philosophy and culture had great influence on civilization and intellectual
life. Since its earliest days, the heritage of Maison Ruinart has been
shaped by the intelligence and mastery of this era.
Elegance, purity, savoir-faire and wisdom have been the founding
principles of the world’s finest producer of champagne. These qualities
explain the success—both in France and internationally—of its
exceptional bottles, now created by the Maison’s cellar master
Frédéric Panaïotis. Maison Ruinart’s expertise with champagne perfectly
resonates with its commitment to art.
In 1896, Maison Ruinart commissioned Czech artist Alphonse Mucha
to create a poster for its exceptional product: it was a bold choice that
caused a sensation at the time. Centuries later, the Maison is still an
innovative tastemaker: attending the most important international art
fairs, and annually giving carte blanche to a renowned artist. The
creative approaches of these artists help express the Maison’s history
and expertise.

Every project,
every collaboration
is an opportunity
to learn something:
to see your own work
through someone else’s eyes
and maybe to see your
own work differently.

Ruinart
and Art
a marriage
made in C hampagne
The very special relationship between Maison Ruinart and the art world
began during the reign of Louis XIV, when Dom Thierry Ruinart—the
uncle of the founder of the illustrious house—became Maître d’Art
(“Master of Art”) in 1674, at age 17. Since then, Ruinart’s descendants, who
oversaw the eponymous Maison, kept close ties with the creative arts.
In 1896, André Ruinart commissioned the Czech artist Alphonse Mucha
to create a poster that would highlight the Maison. Mucha, an iconic
representative of the Art Nouveau aesthetic, designed an advertisement
for Maison Ruinart that had a huge impact. Displayed on the cylindrical
outdoor Morris columns around Paris—and even on the summit of
Mont Blanc!—the work set in motion Maison Ruinart’s longstanding
relationship to the art world.
Since then, the house has gone on to commission some of the world’s
finest contemporary artists and designers, giving them carte blanche
during their residencies to pay tribute to Maison Ruinart’s cuvées, history,
legacy and its crayères (chalk cellars, which are listed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site).
“Art is part of Ruinart’s very identity: it expresses its refinement and outstanding commitment to culture”, explains Frédéric Dufour, Maison
Ruinart’s Chairman. He attends all the most prestigious contemporary
art events: Art Basel, FIAC, Paris Photo, Art Basel Miami Beach,
Frieze New York, Frieze London, Art Basel Hong Kong, Kyotographie,
and many others.
In addition to offering an annual carte blanche to a renowned contem
porary artist, Maison Ruinart is also committed to supporting an emerging
generation of creative talents. The Maison is developing a programme
for local talents in Paris, Los Angeles, Kyoto and Moscow, providing
a platform for expression and visibility.

Alphonse Mucha – The first art commission of Maison Ruinart

The Maison has started a countdown to its 300th anniversary, which it
will celebrate in 2029. Every year until then, Maison Ruinart will unveil
a new artistic or architectural project in Champagne that combines
innovation, creativity and sustainability. The first, Retour aux sources, is
an installation created by the pair of artists Mouawad Laurier: it was
unveiled in September 2019 in a crayère more than 30 meters deep.
Through a complex artificial intelligence system, the work collects data
from the vineyard regarding the climate and the production output. In
this way, it makes the process accessible and intelligible to visitors,
using sound, light and movement.

COLLABORATIONS
WITH
CONTEMPORARY
AND ENGAGED
ARTISTS
Since 2008, Ruinart has established 11 partnerships and carte blanche
projects with leading contemporary artists: David Shrigley is now the
12th on this list. Below is a timeline of the artists who have engaged with
Maison Ruinart’s heritage, savoir-faire and rich traditions.

Maarten Baas

2008/2009
Maarten Baas
Bouquet de C hampagne
The talented Dutch designer Maarten Baas created two works in 2008
and 2009—including the now-famous and surprising piece Bouquet de
Champagne, which appears to defy the laws of physics. It is composed
of a crystal chandelier, mirrors and bottles of Dom Ruinart.
2010
Nac ho Carbonell
Diversity
The protégé of the Italian gallerist Rossana Orlandi, Nacho Carbonell
unites influences ranging from his native Spain to his life as a student
at the Design Academy Eindhoven. For this partnership, he designed
a desk and chair using on a vast range of materials—paying tribute to
Maison Ruinart’s iconic bottle, first created in the 18th century.
Gideon Rubin

2011
Gideon Rubin
Family Portraits
This London-based Israeli artist creates anonymous, faceless portraits.
His work questions how an individual is depicted, and the importance
of detail in presenting character. He painted a portrait gallery spanning
300 years of Ruinart’s history, from Dom Ruinart to the current cellar
master Frédéric Panaïotis.
Nacho Carbonell

2012
Hervé Van der Straeten
The “Mirror ” collection
The French designer Hervé Van der Straeten created an elegant silver
ice bucket that brings a stylish new silhouette to a practical object.

Hervé Van der Straeten

2013
Piet Hein Eek
The Arc h
In May 1768, Ruinart began using wooden crates to protect its bottles
during shipping. As a tribute to this innovation, Piet Hein Eek, a Dutch
artist known for his use of recycled wood, created an arch, which also
alludes to the shape of the crayères. The majestic piece evokes the
Maison’s conscious approach to sustainability.
2014
Georgia Russell
Le Grand Livre
Dreamlike and luminous, the Scottish artist Georgia Russell created
her piece from a facsimile of the first Maison Ruinart accounting book,
dating back to September 1729. Using a scalpel to cut the paper, she
hand-crafted a voluminous piece that spotlights Maison Ruinart’s rich
history.

Piet Hein Eek

2015
Hubert Le Gall
The Glass Calendar
Hubert Le Gall took over the Montmartre workshop French painter
Pierre Bonnard used at the end of his life. Applying diverse techniques
and assisted by Berengo studios in Murano, this versatile artist created
a calendar depicting the evolution of Chardonnay vines over a
12-month period.

Georgia Russell

Erwin Olaf

Hubert Le Gall

2016
Erwin Olaf
Light
Known for his sense of provocation as well as for his aesthetic, Dutch
artist Erwin Olaf wandered the crayères looking for traces—by man
or nature—left on the walls over the centuries. His black-and-white
work has striking power, and the collaboration contrasts with his usual
style.

2017
Jaume Plensa
Dom Ruinart
The contemporary Spanish artist Jaume Plensa produced a metal
sculpture as a tribute to Dom Thierry Ruinart. He spent 5 months
building and assembling the piece of steel letters, which reference eight
phonetic transcription systems: Latin, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, Chinese,
Japanese, Cyrillic and Hindi. “Each alphabet represents one culture”,
the artist noted. There are two dates inscribed on the base of the
sculpture: 1729 and 2016, associating the foundation of Maison Ruinart
with the creation of the work itself.

Jaume Plensa

2018
Liu Bolin
Reveal the invisible
Chinese artist Liu Bolin considers himself a sculptor, a painter and a
photographer. His ability to camouflage himself within the scenes he wants
to spotlight is astounding. Over the 10 days of his artistic residency in
Reims, he produced eight works that reveal the invisible tasks humans
undertake to produce the Maison’s cuvées. With his subtle and inimitable
technique, he managed to unite the history and savoir-faire of the Maison
by disappearing behind those who create its magic.
2019
Vik Muniz
Shared Roots
In 2019, the Brazilian artist Vik Muniz created a series of works inspired
by winegrowers and vineyards facing challenging environmental
conditions each season together. Through the use of organic elements
such as pieces of blackened wood, charcoal and chardonnay leaves, his
photographs highlight our perception of scale and play with our senses.
Vik Muniz captured the deep relationships between humans and nature,
winegrowers and vines, Maison Ruinart and the Champagne terroir,
emphasizing the creative tension that transforms adversity into wonder.

Liu Bolin

Vik Muniz

Ruinart
at the
cornerstone
of the
art world
Ruinart is partnering with more than 35 major art fairs around the
world over the course of 2020, all of which represent the excellence and
diversity of artistic practices.

Artgenève
Frieze Los Angeles
ARCO Madrid
Art Basel Hong Kong
Art Fair Tokyo
Art Dubai
PAD Paris
Art Paris
Paris Photo New York
Kyotographie
Dallas Art Fair
Miart
Art Brussels
Art Cologne
Art Monte-Carlo
Frieze New York
TEFAF New York

ARCO Lisboa
Art Basel
Cosmoscow
Unseen Amsterdam
La Biennale Paris
EXPO C hicago
PAD London
Frieze London
FIAC
Asia Now
Paris Photo
Art Düsseldorf
Amsterdam Art Weekend
Cologne Fine Art & Design
Tokyographie
Art Basel Miami Beac h

WHEN
GASTRONOMY
MEETS ART
As a way of encouraging creative dialogues,
Maison Ruinart invited a chef to join the artist
and the cellar master. Strengthening the bonds
between gastronomy and art—two worlds that
share the same values—sparks a stimulating
exchange.
In Reims, Maison Ruinart will bring together an
invincible trio: artist David Shrigley, cellar master
Frédéric Panaïotis and Michelin-starred chef
Alexandre Gauthier. The culinary experience will
be based on the theme UNCONVENTIONAL,
in relation to Maison Ruinart cuvées. Using
tastings and pairings, gastronomy can turn any
convention on its head.
Freely inspired by the theme UNCONVENTIONAL, talents from the international
gastronomy scene will offer surprising and un
expected events in various countries throughout 
the year. The first event, created by Alexandre
Gauthier, will take place in March at Maison
Ruinart in Reims, with David Shrigley and
Frédéric Panaïotis.

Alexandre Gauthier works unreservedly, never
hesitating to shake up conventions. His restaurant,
La Grenouillère, is a singular venue; his cuisine is
one of intuition, akin to that of an auteur, with a
radical and unique approach. Always changing,
it captures a sense of the ephemeral, a snapshot
of an instant: a mood, an emotion. His daily
inspirations are tastes that evoke otherness, art,
region. He was named “Cuisinier de l’année” in
2016 by Gault et Millau and became an Officier
des arts et des lettres in 2019. He received his first
Michelin star in 2008 and a second star in 2017.

Maison Ruinart runs
a gastronomy program
as a collaborative response to
the fine art commissions each year.
The chef will create a menu
that responds to the works I have made,
which is quite exciting because
the food is amazing.
When working with the chef and the
Cellar Master to create a menu we will start
with the ideas and narrative of the
eating experience, as these aspects are
just as important as the food itself.
For me the work of a chef is art,
it is a special thing, so collaborating
on the menu is an opportunity
to share some ideas,
hopefully it is a reciprocal
creative encounter.

Limited
Edition
Jeroboam
As part of his carte blanche, David Shrigley
designed a limited edition work for a jeroboam
of Blanc de Blancs: the very emblem of Ruinart’s
exquisite taste. Each of these 30 boxes is numbered
and signed by the artist. It is embellished with
a draughtboard, referencing one of the drawings
the artist created for Maison Ruinart.
Concealing the bottle, the black-and-white motif
contains statements that are characteristic of
David Shrigley's work. They use humour to reveal
the hidden side of champagne production, the
savoir-faire and the relationship with nature—
aspects that marked the artist during his visits to
Reims and the vineyards. He cleverly brings
opposites together to underline their complementarity in producing the cuvées: sun and rain, bees
and worms, humans and micro-organisms, air and
soil. They respond to each other: a succession of
mysterious, covert actions that intermingle inside
the bottle.
David Shrigley decided on a jeroboam size because
of its outstanding ability to preserve the wine.
As the ratio of oxygen to volume of wine in a
jeroboam is divided by four, compared to a
conventional bottle, the wine ages less quickly
and expresses more complexity, freshness and
aromatic variety. Moreover, champagne in a
jeroboam develops more mature aromas (toast,
roasted almonds) and a fuller body, which gives
it a silkier character. The cellar longevity for
these large sizes is particularly good.

Discover the full making of video and
behind the scene content by scanning
the flashcode shown above.
#Ruinart
#DavidShrigleyxRuinart
#UnconventionalBubbles
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